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Michelle levers, a senior nursing major and an Army ROT( cadet at UMaine,is to be the focus of a national Army recruiting film.
Senior ROTC cadet
has moment as star
by John Begin
Staff Writer
Even though she is busy with her
duties as a University of Maine stu-
dent and Army ROTC cadet, Michelle
levers took time out last Wednesday
to become a movie star.
levers, a senior nursing major, was
the subject of a national Army
recruiting film aimed at interesting
high school students in the field of
nursing in the midst ot a severe na-
tional shortage of nurses.
The film depicts a typical school
day for levers, starting out with an
early morning PT (physical training)
session, and traveling across campus
to levers' different classes.
After filming her at Ittnch with
friends in the Damn Yankee, the New
York-based film crew finished the
shooting by following levers to the
aisles of textbooks in the University
Bookstore, showing what part of her
scholarship pays for. -
Wednesday's footage will be add-
ed to some that was filmed while
levers was working at Walter Reed
Army Hospital in Washington, D.C.,
as part of the Summer Nursing Pro-
(see ROTC page 10)
Senate overwhelmingly
favors base shutdowns
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate on
Tuesday overwhelmingly endorsed shut-
tine down 86 military bases and scaling
down five more, approving the cost-
saving plan as part ot a $288.2 billion
military spending bill.
By a vote of 86-14, the Senate approv-
ed an amendment that effectively
eliminates a provision that would have
held up $300 million for the base clos-
ings until the General Accounting Office
certified that the savings exceeded the
cost.
A federal commission, in making its
recommendation last December,
estimated a savings of $5.6 billion over
20 years. Then Defense Secretary Frank
C. Carlucci accepted the panel's plan
and the House last spring upheld the
proposal.
The Senate action on the measure
sponsored by Sen. Sam Nunn, D-Ga.,
chairman of the Senate Armed Services
Committee, came despite appeals from
a handful of members petitioning on
behalf of their home-state bases.
Prior to the Senate action, Defense
Secretary Dick Cheney said further cuts
in the defense budget by the Democratic-
controlled Congress may force him to
close more bases.
"Given all the demands to redirect
dollars from the defense budget to other
areas, I've got no choice but to find ways
to close additional bases: Cheney told
reporters the day after the Senate
Democrats and the administration
reached a tentative agreement to boost
(see SENATE page 6)
Bangor man files suit
against UMaine's ATO
BANGOR, Maine (AP) A Bangor
man who was left a quadriplegic during
a Homecoming Weekend interfraternity
football game six years ago at the
University of Maine has filed suit against
the organizations he lists as the event's
sponsors.
The suit, filed last week in Superior
Court by Mark Hughes and his wife,
Mary, names as defendants the local
Alpha 'Pau Omega chapter, where the so-
called "Mud Bowl" took place on Sept.
24, 1983, and the chapter's building
association.
Hughes, who had returned to the cam-
pus for Homecoming, sought compen-
sation for "Permanent impairment, lost
wages, lost earning capacity, loss of
enjoyment of life and significant
medical expenses."
J. Michael Huston of Freeport, an at-
torney representing ATO, said he knew
of the incident but thought it had been
settled with the insurance company and
was unaware that a lawsuit had been
filed.
Hughes and his wife also brought
allegations against Alpha Gamma Rho,
claiming it had helped organize and
sponsor the Mud Bowl. A fraternity
spokesman, Kyle Price, said AGR had
nothing to do with organizing the event
or establishing its rules.
Umbrellas adorn the hallway of second floor Gannett on Tuesday signifying
the wet and soggy weather that persisted all day long.
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DO IT YOURSELF
PICTURE FRAMING
With our guidance in
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MALISEET GARDENS
EXCHANGE ST., BANGOR
947-7777
Acmhnm fleet banking -FREE PARKING
HOURS Tues. & Thurs.-9-8:30; Weds & fri.9-6; Sat.9-5
ANNOUNCING DISTRIBUTION OF
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
CONDUCT CODE
Copies of the University of Maine Conduct Code will be mailed
to all resident students during the week of September2.
Commuter Students may obtain a copy at the following locations:
Judicial Affairs Office, Memorial Union
Commuter Services, Memorial Union
Information Booth, Memorial Union
New Student Programs, Chadboume Hall
sbff Campus Board Office, Memorial Union
Student Activities, Memorial Union
Please note:
The Student Handbook will be available the first week in
October and will be distributed to all Faculty, Staff, and Students.
For additional information, Plelse contact New Student Programs,
217 Chadbourne Hall, 581-126.
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World News
NAACP's Maine chapter among
protesters against boxing match
LEWISTON, Maine (AP) A leader
of the African National Congress has
joined the NAACP's Maine chapter
and other anti-apartheid groups in
calling for a boycott of Thursday's
scheduled boxing match between -a
native white South African and an
American black.
Senti Thobejane told a Bates Col-
lege audience t_h.?# the ANC boycott
applies to any white or black South
African who represents the "racist
apartheid regime."
Thobejane is chairman of a student
organization of the ANC, which is
banned in South Africa.
The Maine Project on Southern
Africa, the Maine Rainbow Coali-
tion, and the Maine chapter of the
National Association for the Ad-
vancement of Colored People are
among the groups boycotting the
World Boxing Association junior
lightweight fight.
Brian Mitchell, a native of South
Africa and the title holder, is being
challenged by Irving Mitchell of
Lafayette, La., in a fight to be televis-
ed nationally from this central Maine
city on Thursday -night.-
Brian Mitchell claims he is now a
resident of the United States and is
seeking U.S. citizenship, and that he
opposes apartheid and has spoken
against it..
Irving Mitchell has said he sees no
reason to cancel the fight. His trainer,
Beau Williford, said Brian Mitchell
"doesn't make policy in South
Africa" and added that "sports and
politics don't mix."
"It's now fashionable to say you're
against apartheid," Thobejane said.
"It's not enough to say you're against
apartheid, but what are you doing
against apartheid?"
"Mad Dads" fight L.A. gangs'
new Midwestern drug market
OMAHA, Neb. (AP) Los Angeles
gangs have found a new market for
their drugs in the Midwest, and the
resulting violence has stirred a group
of fathers calling themselves "Mad
Dads" to fight back.
The Mad Dads, armed only with
radios, patrol gang-infested areas of
north Omaha to break up drug deals
and reclaim neighborhoods marked
as gang turf.
Earlier this month, they announc-
ed plans-To-113e a helicopter, but a
spokesman said Monday the group
was grounding that idea because it
caused too much controversy.
Formed by fathers angry about
gangs known as the Bloods and Crips
dealing drugs in their neighborhood.
Mad Dads has expanded its reach
throughout the city.
"We felt we had to get out on the
streets and start offering to our com-
munity some semblance of securi-
ty," Staton said.
"If Mad Dads have done anything
citywide, its created an atmosphere
that there are some folks fighting
back who have been perceived as part
of the problem," Staton said.
Police estimate there are about 50
hard-core Crips in Omaha and an
equal number of rival Bloods. Each
gang also has about 200 associates
and "wannabe" members in. the _city,
police said.
The Los Angeles-based gangs have
established a drug trade laced with a
kind of violence new to this largely
middle-class city of 350,000 .
Drive-by shootings are becoming
commonplace, and one public hous-
ing project is so racked by drugs and
violence that residents have nicknam-
ed it "Vietnam."
After gang members beat John
Foster's son, Foster, Staton and four
other men formed a committee that
in May became Mad Dads Men
Against Destruction Defending
Against Drugs and Social Disorder.
The group has grown from to more
than 200, 85 percent of whom are
black, Staton said.
"We had to figure a way of ... giv-
ing the good men in our community
who are not involved in pimping, in
drugs, in drug sales and violence an
opportunity to band together and
really be heard," he said.
Hungarian government allows
emigration and free travel
BUDAPEST, Hungary (AP)
Parliament today adopted liberal laws
that guarantee free travel abroad and
emigration, the first of a sweeping set
of changes intended to transform
Communist Hungary into a multi-
party democracy.
The new laws lifted most restric-
tions on travel, meaning that
Hungarians no longer require permis-
sion from authorities for foreign
travel or emigration.
Hungary's liberal policies in this
respect were demonstrated by a
government decision in May to begin
removing barbed wire fencing and
other crbstacles on its border with
Austria.
Thi3 Warsaw Pact country also
allowed thousands of East Germans
seeking to emigrate to the West to
cross legally into Austria, angering its
hard-line allies.
The session that opened today is to
decide a series of key bills that are to
pave the way for next year's elections
in June, the first free and open multi-
party balloting in more that 4.0 years
of Communist rule.
The volume of legislation pro-
mpted lawmakers to vote for an ex-
tension of the session in October after
a two-week break to allow lawmakers
to stibdy the draft !aws. The current
session was originally scheduled to
end Friday.
27, 1989.
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Sorority takes service seriously
by Bridget Soper
Staff Writer
Gamma Sigma Sigma, the service
sorority on campus, is responsible for
many service projects at the University
of Maine campus and in the town of
Orono.
"Our main goal is to perform service
projects," said Kathy Marcoux, presi-
dent of Gamma Sig.
Among_ the service projects gamma
Sig performs are Easterbaskets, biweek-
ly blood drives with Alpha Phi Omega,
adopt a grandparent, and football con-
cessions with APO.
"1 like working on the concessions
because being with the sorority and the
fraternity is fun," said Ada Judson, a
member of Gamma Sig.
The latchkey children project is an im-
portant one to many of the members.
The sorority members work with the
Neighborhood Club at the YMCA in
Bangor.
They take the children out for ice
cream or to a park.
"The children aren't home alone,"
Marcoux said.
Gamma Sigma is a national sorority.
The UMaine chapter began as a col-
ony of APO in 1969 and received a
charter in 1972. The sorority has 50
members and 10 pledges this semester.
Service is important to the members,
but they do have social events which are
designed to bring them closer together.
"I plan the stress relievers for the
sorority," Judson said. "We have
skating parties, retreats,and a semi-
formal."
Bonnie Gould and Cherie Stacey are members of Gamma Sigma Sigma, a service
sorority at the University of Maine.
Gamma Sig is a group consisting of
all different kinds of women. Members
joined for different reasons. Some join-
ed for the community service work, and
others join to meet people.
"We have a diverse group of girls who
have come together for the purpose of
doing service for the community, "
Marcoux said. "There is a sense of
satisfaction knowing you're doing
something the community ap-
preciates," said Cheri Stacy, a Gamma
Sig sister.
Hazing is prohibited in all pledge pro-
grams. The pledges are required to per-
form 15 hours of community service in
four different programs, and they must
know the names of all of the Gamma Sig
members. The pledge period is 10 weeks.
For years Gamma Sig members met in
conference rooms in the Memorial
Union, but the sorority was recently
given a room of its own in a former
study lounge in the basement of Balen-
tine Hall.
"Scott Anchors found the room for us
by calling around. The RD in Balentine
told us we might be able to have the
room," Marcoux said.
**************************************************
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Sonoma newspaper fights censorship
(CPS) Journalists at Sonoma State
University have won back a bit of
autonomy from the Publications Board,
which oversees the student newspaper.
Court's "Hazelwood decision in 1988,
The board, which last spring said it
which said school officials could censor
would restrict access to the Star to those student newspapers run as for-credit
who sign up for an accompanying class,
- 
labora„ tories. "backed off after Star staffers printed —
strongly worded Sept. 12 editorial "They certainly don't want any bad
blasting the move as "violent attack" of news," said Star editor-in-cheif Alan
cenanship, and won support from the Ben Barbour. "The best way they can
university community. stop that is to stop the newspaper."
Staffers now are not required to enroll
in the class.
Students saw the move as an attempt
to give the administration editorial con-
trol over the paper by placing it under
the guidelines of the U.S. Supreme
The enrollment requirement was a
move to give students "a total sense of
the workings of the newspaper," said
pub board member Marty Blaze. "But
we found out we can't do that."
The Star has in the past reported on
health hazards on campus and the
university's role in contaminating an on-
campus pond with chemicals, which
eventually destroyed the marine life.
In a similiar case, California State
University at Los Angeles (CSULA) of-
ficials, who had complained that student
University Times' coverage of a death-on -
campus was compromising CSULA's
legal defense against a lawsuit, moved to
make the Times into a "laboratory
newspaper" in 1988.
After resisting for three months,
Publisher Joan Zyda was fired. She has
since sued the school, alleging she was
dismissed for running articles critical of
President James Rosser.
At the University of Colorado at
Boulder, last years yearbook, distributed
at the beginning of September, drew
heavy criticism for its allegedly offensive
comments including a headline that call-
ed CU President Gordon Gee a
"murderer" a of academic quality.
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Zenith Data Systems
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Time:
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Harlem schools offer alternative education
by Catherine Foster
The Christian Science Monitor
NEW YORK — The junior high
students at Harbor School for Perform-
ing Arts look regular enough, as they
throng through the halls between classes,
wearing sneakers, jeans, athletic jackets.
But there's something different about
them. Their faces are animated and pur-
poseful. There's no trace of the sullen-
ness one might expect to find in pupils
attending an inner-city school surround-
ed by poverty and drugs.
Perhaps t hat %.hee..?. use Aese. students
have chosen to be here.
East Harlem's District 4 gives junior
high students 20 alternative and tradi-
tional schools from which to choose.
Each has a different focus.
The district's innovations have made
it one of the most discussed, an exam-
ple of-choice that works. In recent
months, says assistant superintendent
John Falco, school personnel from the
cities of Denver, Seattle, Chicago,
Detroit, and Minneapolis, and the states
of California, Indiana, and Florida, have
come to pick up some tips on similiar
ventures.
There's been a remarkable turnaround
here: With 75 percent of its students fall-
ing under the poverty line, District 4 is
ranked 15th out of 32 New York City
districts, making it competetive with
some of the wealthier districts, says Mr.
Falco. And 67 percent of the students are
reading at or above grade level.
It's come a long way since 1974, when
only 15 to 20 percent of the students
were reading at grade level and the
school district ranked last.
"It was desperation," says Falco, a
serious man with a trim beard. "The
system was demnralized. There was
nowhere to go but u" 
-
Anthony Alvarado, :II superinten-
dent of District 4,_ asked teachers for
ideas on how to turn-things around.
They suggested schools of choice.
"We must attribute (the rise in test
scores) to the development of programs
within the district," .syc Falco, inter-
rupting himself to greet students by
name as he strides down the hall. "What
you had were teachers who were asked
to come forward with ideas on how to
develop quality kinds of programs,
where we would be meeting the needs of
individual kids in the community."
Here's how it works: Every sixth
grader gets a booklet describing the
choices. The schools specialize in such
Students in this math class choose to attend the Harbor School for the Perform-
ing arts, one of 20 alternative shcools in East Harlem.
areas as performing arts, computers,
science, secretarial skills, or careers.
There are also traditional junior high
schools. The director of each school ex-
plains the themes of these schools.
Teachers help students choose an ap-
propriate one. Parents help fill out ap-
plications listing six choices. "About 60
percent are placed in their first choice,
30 percent in their second choice, 5 per-
cent in their third choice," Falco says.
Madeline Burren, a voice teacher who
has taught for 25 years, says the point
of having the schools oriented around
specific skills is to develop whatever
abilities students have.
"To get in here , you have to sing for
me, right? So you might be not doing
well at all in reading and math in
elementary school, but if you have a
wonderful voice.., that's the objective.
We'll take you because we feel if you're
doing something well, we can teach you
to do other things well."
Monique DeJean, an acting student,
could have gone to the junior high
school across the street from her house,
but she chose Harbor. A teacher iiiher
elementary school had started a drama
club a,nd held tryouts for "The Wiz."
"I thought I'd go for the gold, you
know, try out for the main part."
That developed an interest in acting and
led her to Harbor.
Others were drawn by Harbor's at-
mosphere. Jamiel Hussain, who com-
mutes here from the Bronx, says of his
former school, "You had to watch every
move you made or you weren't secure,
you weren't among friends. When I came
here everything was different. The Har-
bor school is such a nice place, the peo-
44-0p9pumtas -
GO IN
STYLE!
HAIR, SKIN & NAILS SALON%
AD UARTE
570 Stillwater Ave., Bangor 942-2100
Acios.s from the Bangor Mall Cinemas
Present this coupon for 10 percent off any service
pie get along very well there. And the
education is much better here. You get
a whole new look on school," he says.
There's a different look to the teachers
here, too. They're involved, excited. In
Mark Glasser's math class, hands are
shooting up. Mr. Glasser, in a pale
orange sweatshirt, is a dynamo, as fast
on his feet as a boxer, firing out ques-
tions and scrawling fractions on the
board. Reporters are frequent visitors
here, and the students hardly notice
when one enters. Glasser doesn't give
them a chance. "OK, what's lowest terms
here? Kimball? Yes, 4/50."
The smaller setting may make
teaching more enjoyable here. Five small
schools (one on each floor, two in the
basement) now share a school building
that once housed 1,800 students and 140
teachers.
"See this building?" says Falco,
gesturing at the long, sweeping hallway.
"I was a principal here. With a school
that big, you don't know your teachers
strengths and weaknesses. Here the
teachers find niches where they can
(develop)' their talents, abilitieti; -ex-
periences. Whatever their vision, we have
a place for them in this district. We
found that teachers with vast experience,
who were totally demoralized and ready
to retire because of burnout, have been
rejuvenated."
One of these is Phil Levine, who has
taught here 22 years. About five years
ago he was burned out, so he took a sab-
batical. Afterward, he came back to
teach math in the Key school, a school
for academically disadvantaged students
that is set up in the basement.
"I wits absolutely revitalized," he
says of his switch to Key school. "A
whole different person. The year off
helped. But I like the small class size.
And the kids turn around tremendous-
ly. I see about 45 to 90 kids, and of that
I see a turnaround in probobly 30. Kids
that are lost and have no direction, when
they leave us they know where they're go-
ing. They have goals set."
There are other innovations as well.
Like a Parent's Center that helps with
problems in housing, social services,
parenting, and health problems. Any
District 4 parent is welcome.
Falco says that the choice system
forces the schools to aim high. "If you
don't keep up, you're not going to attract
the student population. And if you're
not going to do that, you're out of
business!' He says that he's had to close
two schools that weren't making the
grade.
Students, teachers and administrators
all used the same phrase when talking
about the school. It's family, they said.
So much so that the students have to be
specifically prepared for high school's
being different.
••••
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Berkeley to make ethnic studies mandatory
by ROBERT MARQUAND
The Christian Science Monitor
BOSION — Beginning in 1991 the
6,000 entering freshmen at the Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley, will be re-
quired to take a course examining race
and ethnic issues in America.
By 227 to 194, the faculty senate just
voted to end a two-year debate on the
controversial requirement. Berkeley last
fall became the first major United States
campus on which minority students
predominate.
pad& white 
"Eurocentrie" domination of academics
at Berkeley necessitated the new require-
ment, advocates say.
Opponents contend the vote is a result
of racial intimidation, is idealogical, and
could end up trivializing an important
subject.
The debate prefigures the shape of
larger debates over race, politics and
education in the US in coming years,
many obserters say. The vote follows a
similar controversy last year at Stanford,
where the faculty voted to reduce the
•Senate
number of classics in the required
freshmen Western Civilization courses
and to include works by women and
minorities and on non-European
subjects.
"This is a very big victory," says
Emeka Ezera, a graduate student on the
Berkeley academic senate. "It's a
democracy with a small 'd'."
French Prof. Robert Brentano
disagrees. "Racial politics has over-
whelmed education and Intellect," he
says:' The course will be so watered
down undergraduates will hardly know
they are taking it."
Ronald Titkaki, an ethnic studies pro-
fessor, says it psvditive "sigr,—"11...
cant that we had such a large turnout"
of faculty to vote, indicating that facul-
ty were becoming "more informed."
But to English Prof. Sheldon
Rothblatt a turnout of 420 of more than
1,700 Berkeley faculty meant that many
were afraid of being "shouted down as
'racist: Most people aren't heroes in life
and don't want to put up with that.
Faculty knew this wouldn't be a full and
free debate."
Some 350 students were present at the
vote. UC Berkeley Chancellor Ira
 (continued from page 11
President Bush's anti-drug effort by $900
million. The plan requires a cut of about
S1.3 billion in the Pentagon budget.
In other work on the spending bill, the
Senate:
-- Approved by voice vote a non-binding
resolution supporting continued research
and development on the National
Aerospace Plane, the joint NASA and
Defense Department project.
-- Debated an $8.5 billion amendment
that includes SI billion for four cargo
ships and two tankers, $1.3 billion to
replace nuclear power reactors on the
carrier USS Enterprise, and $1.7 billion
for 174 Apache helicopters.
In the debate over the base closings,
Sen. Daniel Inouye, D-Hawaii, argued
that a mistake had been made and the
provision simply asks "that the com-
ptroller general analyze, otherwise these
bases have no appeal. There is no
Supreme Court. This is the Supreme
Court!'
Sen. Allan Dixon, D-111., who has
fought against plans to close Chanute
Air Force Base near Rantoul, Ill., charg-
ed that the commission "cooked the
books::
WANTED: Typesetters to work at The
Daily Maine Campus. Earn some ex-
tra cash by working flexibleTyp-
ing skills a plus, but not required. Ask
for Jon Bach, 581-1271.
Heyman earlier had announced support
for the requirement.
The new course, titled "American
Cultures," can be taken through
various departments -- anthropology,
English, education, Afro-American
studies and others. In the course,
students must focus on three of five
American ethnic groups: Asian, black,
native American, Hispanic and
European.
Last year, the proposal was put before
the faculty sPriwtr _without the inclusion
of European Americans. Some faculty
complain that "Europeans" are not an
ethnic group, and that even if they were,
the- :w-x.1z= =dudes_jews. front non-
European countries.
The final shape of the requirement
was a result of compromise among
moderates and hard-liners. Moderates
wanted the course to focus on the uni-
que ideal of diversity and pluralism in
the US. Hard-liners wanted students to
learn in detail about the history of ex-
clusion and hardship of minority groups.
"We decided finally that we should
not exclude Europeans from the course
simply because they excluded us," Mr.
Ezera says.
Even so, a number of professors wor-
ried privately that the course would
become a way for idealogical faculty to
propagandize, where "the past becomes
a political tool," said one. They also
worried about a backlash among white
students.
White student Tbny Alexander agrees.
"A large majority of mainstream
students -- white and otherwise -- feel
pressured by activists who are over-
represented here. Some of us think the
course is going to be a forum for attack-
ing whites."
Berkeley student body president leff
Chang disagrees, saying the course is
needed to keep pace with a changing
society. "You walk through the dorms
and people are talking about two things
-- what happened on(TV show) "L.A.
Law" last week, and race. Now we can
address racial concerns in class."
Dissenting faculty say there are a
number of important issues in society --
including the threat of nuclear war, en-
vironmental cris%s and economic com-
petitiveness. Why not require them?
Read the sports pages of the Daily
Maine Campus and be on top of
all University of Maine sports action.
Fall is prime mountain
biking season at
ROIL MINE
36A Main Street
866-3525
(Below Southern Styles Hair Salon)
Mon. 6 Fri. 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 a.m. • 4:00 p.m.
Tues.. Weds., Thurs. 10:00 a.m. - 8:00 pm 1064
Nikki Haile and Peter-W-rona take in some ping-pong action Tuesda.:$, as
rainy weather put a damper on outdoor activities for the day.
e-tfiAliore--1
3117010101
Elections for '89-90 Junior Representatives
for Senior Council are beginning. All Juniors
interested, pick up an application in Dean Lucy's
office, Memorial Union. Deadline for filing
applications is Friday, September 29th at 4 p.m.
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N.H. suing 4 companies
for selling fireworks
EXETER. N.H. (AP) The state,
signaling its intention to enforce New
Hampshire's new fireworks laws, has
sued four Seabrook businesses on illegal
fireworks sale charges, the attorney
general said Tuesday.
The lawsuit named Midwest
Fireworks, Blue Angel Fireworks,
Seabrook Fireworks Spectacular and
Rockingham Fireworks. It was .filed in
Rockingham County Superior Court by.
the attorney general's office and Safety.
Department.
The suit alleged in part that the four
companies sold -Class `!C" fireworks
without necessary approvals from the
Safety Department and Seabrook. It also
charged that the companies sold
fireworks to people under 21 and to state
residents who were not wholesalers and
did not have the necessary permits to
display those fireworks.
The suit seeks a temporary restraining
order and a permanent injunction to
stop the sales.
"This lawsuit is intended to stop the
illegal retail sales that have been
discovered and to signal our intention to
enforce compliance with New Hamp-
shire's fireworks laws. " Attorney
General John Arnold said in a
statement.
The law that went into effect July 23
limited fireworks sales to muncipalities,
organizations or groups holding permits
for supervised displays of fireworks. It
also allowed the wholesale transaction of
fireworks to merchants taking the goods
out of state for resale.
It was intended to stop sales to
individuals.
However, questions were raised over
the interpretation of the law and whether
it could be enforced.
Douglas Patch, deputy commissioner
of the Division of Safety Services, said,
"Our interpretation of the law is that
over-the-counter sales, meaning you give
the person selling fireworks money and
_you walk out of the store with the
fireworks in hand, are illegal, unless you
present the person in charge with a per-
mit allowing you to conduct a display of
fireworks."
However, Larry Lomaz, an officer for
Midwest Fireworks, said the law allows
over-the-counter sales, and the state was
looking for a loophole to close down the
businesses.
Lomaz said he required his customers
to sign forms stating they are
wholesalers. He said his company has
used the form in other states, and that
it has been upheld by the courts.
GR1 AT NORDIF.AST PRODUCIIONS,
pre-en t.
GEORGE WINSTON
A SOW PIANO CONCERT • SUMMER SHOW
VII III MI INOIMIIIIUMAIII
Wednesday, October 4th at 7:30 p.m.
FOR TICKETS & INFORMATION: 581-1755
Phone orders S 10430 weekdays box Office wmdow °per
weekdavs 10-3 and 1-1/2 hours before each event.
VISA/MASTERCARD/Owcks/Cash
MAINE CENTER FOR li-IE ARTS .
flurctm Concert flail, fire:•erstry el Mame
Join us in support of the Dorothy Day ..oup Kitchen.
Please bring a can of food to the concert.
There will he collection baskets at the entrances.
Varsity Track and Field Tryouts
Varsity Track & Field extends an
open invitation to all
Interested Men & Women to attend
and
participate in tryouts.
Monday, October 2nd at 3:15 P.M.
IN TEE FIELD 110178E1
"
ato•
txi 4011TICADIG4444
-Why some relationships
end after the first sexual
encounter?
-How to safely turn a
friendship into romance?
-Why body language can
often be misleading?
-Why it can pay to enter
a relationship one step at
a time?
-How to distinguish between
'infatuation' and 'romance'?
Dr. Sandra Caron
has the answers.
Find out answers
to questions
like these in her
weekly column:
_•
,••ia•• • -•'•••••••
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Editorial
An alternative
..,
At the beginning of each semester, students waitin long lines to pay for needed textbooks. Theprices they pay often prompt a lot of
complaints.
Letters to the editor are written, cashiers hear the
complaints, and outrage is on ifie lips of almost every
student because of the subjection:to paying these high
prices.
But last semester, two student senators of the General
Student Senate took the initiative to d6 soinethittg about
the UMaine Bookstore's monopoly on textbooks;
They created the Bookmart, a forum where students
can buy and sell their books to other students, by-
passing the Bookstore's marked-up prices to make a pro-
fit. The Bookman started this semester, and according
to a founder of the Bookmart, Stavros Mendros, it has
gone over -really well."
Books are bought at 50 percent of the price originally
paid, and then they are sold "for a few dollars" more,
Mendros said. The organizers of the Bookmart aren't
profit-seekers, their objective is to give students a fair
way to avoid spending more cash than they have to.
Mendros said people were coming in and complaining
that the Bookstore wouldn't buy their textbooks. The
Bookmart bought one such textbook and it was sold the
next day.
It's easy to understand that the University of Maine
Bookstore is a business. It's easy to understand that a
business must charge more for products than what they
were purchased for to make a profit. Maybe it isn't the
Bookstore's fault they have to charge such high prices,
but if students are willing to stand, up against injustice,
some positive change should result.
The two senators who started the Bookmart have
taken such a stand, and it seems the Bookmart is doing
well. There is an alternative to monopoly. There are
results from voicing injustices. The Bookmart is here for
students, and as the primary users of textbooks, we
should take advantage of the path plowed for us by
those two people who know and understand our plight.
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Smoldering
I smoke cigarettes.
This, I have found, makes me
akin to child molesters and
schoolyard gunmen in the eyes
of many people.
The two-sided bigotry that
people hold against smokers
strikes me as an excellent exam-
ple of people's inability to think
clearly.
For example, the alcoholic.
Aleohohcs are considered
diseased (and rightly so). Public
opinion of alcoholism is that of
concern, understanding, and
support.
Alcoholics receive intense
treatment and care in recovery,
and many of these programs 4i-e
funded by the government. 'The
United States restricts the, sale
of alcohol to persons under 21
years old.
Heroin addicts. Heroin ad-
dicts are considered diseased
(and, again, rightly so). Publc _
opinion of heroin addicts is less -
tolerant than that of alcoholict,
yet the public recognizes there'-..
is a physiological addiction as-
well as a psychoTogicAt
addiction.
Heroin addicts receive inten-
sive rehabilitation programs,
many of which are funded by
the government. The United
States restricts the sale of heroin
to anyone.
Tobacco addicts. Smokers are
treated like lepers. _They are
physically separated from non-
smokers. Public opinion is
strongly against smoking.
Smokers must supply their
own treatment programs, few of
which are funded hy the govern-
ment. Only a few States restrict
the sale of cigarettes to minors,
and the'United States subsidizes
tobacco farms.
Congresspeople reap millions
of dollars in tobacco PAC
YOU'LL RE HAPPY To KNoW -
YOU'RE PRECERVING.THE
WAy oF LIFE FciF
CouNT LESS f;MERICAN
To0Acco
liNT Tv-im woRTrt IT?
friIRD
it/014P
intolerance
Doug Vanderweide
money. Even ouiv,own George
Mitchell, Senate majority
leader, one of the ten most
powerful men in America, has
dipped in the tobacco coffers.
60, we elect *.s our leaders in-
divitjati. take money from
:4.010 'hat represent
tAhat .iOtts consider a
- ;N ,:tore everyone starts
yelling at me and screaming
"A about how I don't have the right
to go around harming their
pink, healthy lungs, let me say
this.
I agree: you shouldn't have to
put up with my secondary
smoke.
But I should have the right to
a place in which I can smoke.
'Every public place should have
a place for smokers and
noWsmokers.
I shouldn't be forced to stop
working in order to smoke, Of
course, I shouldn't be allowei to
smoke if my job presents the
danger of explosion or fire
while I work, nor should I be
allowed to smoke around the
frail and unhealthy.
But, in conditions that do not
present the above-mentioned
conditions, I should have the
freedom to smoke if I so
choose.
Certainly, many people are
now asking, "What about open
offices? What about
restaurants?"
Well, my answer is, there's no
reason why these areas can't be
altered- to accommodate both
smokers and non-smokers.
Now, before anyone starts
spouting off about cost factors,
let me remind you that this state
required the bottle bill, placing
immense costs upon an unwill-
ing group of businesses, and it
worked. There's no reason the
same can't be done to preserve
the liberties of a minority.
I smoke because I enjoy do-
ing so. I realize that others do
not appreciate smoking, and, in
fact, many people despise it.
Yes, secondary smoke is
unhealthy. But so is throwing
away plastic garbage and spray-
ing fluorocarbons and burning
wood and several other by-
products of life.
It seems to me that, with
reasonable effort by both sides
to provide an environment for
each party, much conflict can
be avoided.
It is my opinion that I have
a right to smoke, and that right
is being • infringed upon by
zealots whom are convinced
their rights outweigh mine.
Sorry. I don't go for an
Orwellian Animal Farm ap-
proach to smoking. I believe in
compromise.
Doug Vanderweide is a junior
journalism & economics double
major who does NOT expect
K.M. Holly to be his protector
on this one, although he ap-
preciates her past efforts.
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Response
Letter writer
clarifies point
To th. editor:
I'm very sorry that I. was 
mRinterpreted- about my at-
titudes regarding rape. I totally
agree with K.M. Holly about
women needing to be careful. If
women are-vcry, -very i cfui,
the risk of rape declines, but it
still happens. I thank Mr.
Vanderweide for his concern
and warning to women, but I
ask that he is careful of how he
words that message.
My message is: If any woman
or man who has been raped is
reading this, "It wasn't your
fault. You were a victim." To
imply anything to the contrary
would be-absurd and cruel. (A
good example of the attitude
about the rape victim is the
movie The Accused. I hig,hly
recommend it to anyone who
has not seen it.)
We seem to spend 99 percent
of our time telling women to be
careful- Ilikl-nert -iv- drink too-
much and 1 percent of our time
educating men about rape and
telling them not to drink too
much. (I hope that I am exag-
gerating.) This is changing
through New Student Orien-
talon workshops and Rape
Awareness Week, and I hope it
continues.
P.A. Oppliger
North Stevens
1e.
Read the sports pages of the Daily
Maine Campus and be on top of
all University of Maine sports action.
....... "N.
Television is insightful
16 the editor:
As I was reading the response
column on September 25th I
was pleased to see My com-
ments on insightful television
weren't,overIooked. The thing
that amazed and bewildered me
though was both Michael Gaff-
ney and K.M. Holly missed the
point of what is proscribed by
insightful television. In fact I
felt a rebuttal was in order.
The largest misconception of
television is in cartoons. The
Bugs Bunny cartoons, under the
Warner Brothers label, is known
to have some of the greatest
human psychologist working
under them to create the anima-
tion. In the cartoon that
Michael called "moronic
humor" and K.M. Holly felt,
about her peers, was the "only
part of the evening they are con-
fident in understanding", the
show showed insight into us as
people. It wasn't about a duck
who gets his head blown off,
but about a person who tries to
get another into trouble (and
palm off his troubles) only to
make it worse for himself. Bugs
Bunny has always shown we are
are own worst enemies (as with
the road runner and Wild E. or
Tom and Jerry...rtc). The com-
ics are the most basio of human
relationships-they aro about us.
Sitcoms are like university
classes, you can get out of them
what you put into them. The
relationships of the castaways,.
or those on "Mary Tyler
Moore", or "Cheers", or any
long running series are
microcosms of society itself
wouldn't respond as well to
them.
I am pleased to see that
university students in the prime
of their lives aren't enthralled in
game shows, tn#,Eegardless of
wehiher or not you pseudo-
intellectuals want to
aknowledge it or not, many
people are challenged by the
game show. The thing that
amazed me the most is that
both people slammed sports.
Sports are what I said "work-
ing systems of war and peace,
cause and effect", and obviously
most people at the university
agree or we wouldn't have the
massive sports appeal at
UMaine. I would doubt
whether wither person
understands teamwork. Sports
represent people working for
and against people, it's hardly
just a "ball being passed back
and forth" as Michael Gaffney
said, or "examples of going to
seed jocks" and "support the
gambling industry" as K.M.
Holly said, there is so much
more to sports if they'd just
open their eyes and minds
I think I've decided the only
thing worse then a person
forever lost with a television is
the book worm, totally ignorant
of people around them and
their way of life. Television is a
mirror of different parts of
society that effect everyone
whether or not you want to ad-
mit it. To recap, televsion tells
us about us and is insightful.
Besides, if you don't like it, turn
it off and spend your life in a
closet, if not in a box.
Roland W Charles III
Stodder
WHEN \VRITINo...
The Daily Maine Campus welcomes let-
ters to the ed:or and commentaries from
members of the university community. Let-
ters should be 300 words or less, and corn-
-thentaries-abour -45-0 words: in oraer to
verify the validity of letters, we must have
a name, address, and telephone number.
Although the newspaper welcome,
anonymous letters, it will not print them
unless a special arrangement for withholding
the name has been made with the editor.
The Amine CaMpus- reserves the right to
edit letters and commentaries for length,
taste, and libel.
Less bias needed
To the editor:
I've been a faithful reader of
yours for going on three years
now and have been fairly hap-
py with the contents of the Dai-
ly Maine Campus. Until now.
I'm just bothered as heck with
the possibility that the DMC
could at any time become a
source of alternative political
views or a forum for critical ap-
praisement of news events, local
or otherwise. I lose sleep wor-
rying that the DMC is just too
extreme in its biases. If you ask
me, it is time to bleach out any
difference of opinion, rinse out
the grit of satire, and most im-
portantly leave the spice of ge-
nuine involvement out of the
pages of the DMC. DMC don't
hesitate, act now. If you wait, I
might be forced to think, or
even question my own short-
sighted opinions. Replace
editorials and satiric cartoons
with more unbiased sports
coverage and pages of casserole
recipes.
.41P1
Brad Finch
Orono
Interested in writing a guest column?
Contact The Daily Maine Campus,
Suite 107A, Lord Hall, UMaine
Non-sexist group
strikes again
To the editor:
You can't look the other way
for a moment ... those
boneheads from the "Non-
Sexist Language Implemetation
Committee" have decided to
once again rear their ugly little
heads.
First they wanted to butcher
the "Maine Stein Song", and
now they want to do away with
the term "freshman". They
would substitute in the term
"1st year student", and of
course thereafter they would do
away with sophomores, juniors,
and seniors.
Come on people GET A
LIFE!! To say that the word
"freshman" excludes half the
htiman race is total crap. I now
live in Maryland and half the
human race down here. doesn't
feel excluded when called
Marylanders (The same is true
for Virginians). I suppose the
N-S-L-I Committee would like
to come down and make us call
each other 3rd state-of-the-
Unioners. Like Marylander or
Virginian, freshman is not sex-
ist, it only describes anyone who
is in their lust year of college.
So to the committee: Go
crawl under a rock where small
minds and small thoughts like
yours are appreciated and stay
out of my face at Homecoming
while I'm singing the "Maine
Stein Song!'
Brock Kwiatkowsky
UMaine Class of 1988
••
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(continued from page 1).
gram's five-week clinical phase.
"What we're trying to show is that
she has a life on campus," said Lt.
Col. (P) Charlene Peterson, the chief
nurse of Rarc Cadet Command,
ancl the technical adviser of nursing
for the film.
"Michelle has obviously her ROTC
friends and her nursing friends. She's
not some little military person walk-
ing arogrid can us without_apy
friends," Peterson said!' She can
have a regular, normal life."
levers agreed with Peterson's sum-
mary of the film, and added that it
shows the changes she has personal-
ly undergone since entering Army
ROTC.
"The film covers how I think I've
changed,, and how my confidence has
grown since completing the summer
program.," levers said.
While Wednesday's effort centered
on levers, she is but one of three
nurses to be shown in the film.
The profiles of two other nurses, a
second lieutenant who has been in the
Army for three years, and a captain
who has been in for 10, will
demonstrate to the high school au-
dience that enjoyable intermediate
and long-range Army careers for
nurses do exist.
Peterson said she began interview-
ing nursing cadets for the film's nur-
sing student role this past summer
during the field phase of the 1989
Nurse Summer Training Program,
held at Fort Bragg, North Carolina.
levers was one of several cadets
Peterson recommended for a second
interview to be conducted by Burson-
Marstellar, the official advertising
and public relations agency for the
United States Army.
After the second interview, levers
was chosen for the role.
Peterson said that the decision was
the result of several factors.
"It was a combination of what I
felt as a military nurse, the agency's
expertise in interviewing her, how she
would come across verbally, and so
on," Peterson said.
Lea Acord, director and associate
professor of nursing at UMaine, said
she was "very pleased and excited"
that the movie was filmed at UMaine.
"The filming is positive for both
the school of nursing and the univer-
sity, " Acord said. "It can't do
anything but help the recruiting of
nursing students."
Acord said she believes levers was
chosen for the film because of her en-
thusiasm toward the ROTC program.
"She has taken advantage of every
opportunity that ROTC has to offer,
and is a perfect example of the kind
of nursing student the Army is look-
ing to recruit into nursing," Acord
said.
levers said that while she had fun
during the filming, she was glad it was
over.
"All of the cadets were cooperative,
and everything went well, but it was
a long day, and I was drained," she
said.
The film is scheduled to be releas-
ed in late November to all accredited
National League of Nursing colleges,
and will be made available to high
schools through a direct mailing
program.
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Man arrested on robbery
charge following hold-up
LEWISTON, Maine (AP) A
3I-year-old man was arrested on an arm-
ed robbery charge Tuesday following the
fifth bank holdup in the Twin Cities in
the past five weeks, authorities said.
Dan K. Smith, a former Lewiston resi-
dent who may have been living in the
Bath area, was nabbed at gunpoint
shortly before noon after a lone robber
held up the Rainbow Federal Credit
Union on Main Street, police said.
The robber displayed a toy handgun_
and made off with less than $1,000, ac-
cording to Capt. Laurier Dehetre, who
said police detectives who happened to
be in the area chased the suspect for a
block and a half befoie making the
arreq. -
Vehetre stopped short of linking
Smith to any or all of the four previous
bank holdups in Lcwiston and Auburn,
saying those cases were still under
investigation.
"He fits the general description, but
at this point in time we consider it one
person, one robbery." Dehetre said.
No arraignment date was immediate-
ly set for Smith, who was being held in
the Androscroggin County Jail in
_
Auburn. Bail was set for ”00.000 in real
estate or $50,000 cash.
Authorities declined comment on
whether arrest was a result of a stakeout.
Police would not release the total
amount of money taken in the five rob-
beries". • '
Some educators helping
students to cheat on tests
(CPS) Some educators are helping
their students cheat on standardized
achievement tests, a school watchdog
group claimed the second week of
September.
Intense pressure by parents, politicians
and the media for fast educational
reform are to blame, says Friends for
Education, headed by New Mexico
physician John Jacob Cannel!.
All but two states, Louisiana and
Arizona, are reporting above-average
scores, concluded "The 'Lake Wobegone
Report': How Public Educators Cheat
_
on Achievement Tests."
Cheating, the report says, is causing
misleadingly high scores on the most
widely used standardized Achievement
tests in grade schools, making it seem
like "all the children are above
average," as in Garrison Keillor's
mythical Minnesota town of Lake
Wobegone.
"These tests that were once used only
as instructional aids now assess class
achievement, and district achievement
through students' scores," the report
said.
GUARANTEED INSTANT
$1500.00
LINE OF CREDIT 
• No Security Deposit
t. Previous Credit - Wal. F4e4p You Est,-
Pf•evsChlS CfEKRI PirOSWOMS7 NO P.' •
• Turned Down Ottiur Place
We Won't Turn You Dou. r
You Deserve A
GOLD CREDIT CARD
Call Today. Ask for Mr. Green
947-5104
HOURS
Monday thru Friday 9:00am to 5:00pm
MEET ME AT
DARKROOMS
Develop Your Film at
the Union!
$ 10.00 User .Fee per Semester
Make arrangements on Tuesday,
11:30 am to 1:30 pm or
Thursday, 1:30 pm to 3:00 pm at
The Students' Program Office,
second floor. Memorial Union ,istiegrigrZE
Song immortalizes
Portland's Dogman'
PORTLAND, Maine (AP) The
saga of Portland's so-called
"Dogman," already immortalized
on T-shirts, has given birth to a song
now being aired on local radio
stations.
- Written by two ine-mbers—atitie
Wicked Good Band, the song,
"Dogman," expresses neither sup-
port for nor opposition to David
Koplow, whose refusal to leash his
"family" of six mixed-breed canines
has become a cause celebre in Mines
largest city.
"It's just sort of a song spoofing
the whole situation - just a tongue-
in-cheek way to capture the mo-
ment, " said Jeff Christiansen of
Buxton, who wrote the tune to ac-
company fellow band member Steve
Bither's lyrics.
The ditty relates Koplow's ongoing
battle with city officials that resulted
in the impoundment of the dogs late
this summer.
A sample of the lyrics:
"His dogs were doing as they
pleases, which is criminal of course,
when they have no leashes..."
The song is punctuated by barking
sounds, created by Christiansen, Stu
Bonney and Bill Schulz.
"We dubbed it three times over so
there's nine people barking," Chris-
tiansen said. .
Altough he has no immediate plans
to release the song as a record, tapes
have been distributed to at least two
local radio stations and the song has
proven popular in  its initial days
the airwaves.
"We started playing it Friday, and
there's been a tremendous reac-
tion," said Captain Herb Ivy of
WBLM, Portland. "Whether you're
for or against (Dogman), people are
just enjoying the song."
The song also has been played on
another Portland station, WMGX.
Christiansen, who works in the
Portland Public Library, says he per-
sonally believes that the media had
"kind of invented the whole Dogman
story" and he takes issue with those
who portray Koplow as a folk hero
with broad public support.
'MOUSING AILITTELORITT 011 TEL
CITY or OLD TOWN
The Housing Authority of the City of Old Town is accepting
applications for the Section 8 Existing Housing Assistance Payments
Program. This program will financially assist income eligible families
in paying their rent and is available to families who are in need of
apartments as well as families who are already located in their own
apartments.
For further information, please call 827-6151 or write the Hous-
ing Authority Office at PO. Box 404. Old Town, ME 04468
EQUAL HOUSING OPPORTUNITY
•••••••
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Thursdays Sutton Lounge
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Sept 28
Global Population: Gaining People,
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Washington.DC
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Andrew  Neff
Enough is
enough
1 just can't take it any more.
Remarkable restraint has been
shown on my part the last two weeks,
resisting the overpowering tirge to
tackle the subject of the uninspired
zombies masquerading as profes-
sional football players for the New
England Patriots.
That restraint ended Sunday after
witnessing what barely passed as a
football game in which the Seattle
Seahawks decimated the Patriots
24-3.
That's right, that all-powerful foot-
ball juggernaut from Seattle blew the
Pats away in a game that wasn't as
close as the score woukl indicate.
This is the same, previously winless,
Seahawks team that hadn't even taken
a lead in either of its two previous
games.
The current version of the red,
white and blue team from Foxboro,
Mass., plays more like its nickname
is the Patsies instead of the Patriots.
The Patriots' current state of disar-
ray has already reached the critical
point this season.
The team that was labeled a Super
Bowl contender by its coach in the
preseason may be a contender for the
worst record in the NFL if the team's
current comatose state continues.
The coach (Raymond Berry) calls
Plays that are more predictable than
the weather in hell, the quarterback
(Tony Eason) inspires his troops as
much as a certain general named
Custer did, and the special teams unit
plays like it's auditioning for a spot
on the next Not So Great Moments
in Sports video.
As if all that weren't enough, nor-
mally calm, good-natured team
owner Victor "I liked it so much, I
bought the team" Kiam exploded
when the Pats had to punt after fail-
ing to pick up a critical first down on
second-and-one.
"Three runs into the line?" said
Kiam. "You've got to be a (bleep)
idiot. Anybody can see that."
Not encouraging words for Berry,
who throws common sense to the
wind and uses all of his gimmick
plays in situations when his team is
deep in their own territory.
This is a team badly in need of
leadership, fan support and excite-
ment. Is there anyone on the team
better suited to providing these three
things than Doug Flutie?
Maybe the "little quarterback who
could" is a little rough around the
(see NEFF page 14)
Sports
UMaine's McSweeney a leader
by Beth Staples
Staff Writer
Her license plate reads DEB-13.
She has an injured tont has missed:
a week of practice, and her team is 0-4.
Unfortunately, the number thirteen
seems appropriate.
But numbers, statistics, and wonloss
"McSweeney costantly leads by exam-
ple. Her directions and advice from the
'goal cage makes you a better player.
Plus, she always gives at least 110 per-
records often do not accurately depict cent.
real winners or their success.
"Thirteen has been lucky for me in
everything I've done," said Debra
McSweeney, junior goalie and tri-captain
of the University of Maine field hockey
team.
Despite holding two goalie records at
UMaine, McSweeney said she believes
the processes of learning, striving,
maturing, and improving are more im-
portant measures of success.
According to her coach, Jeri
Waterhouse, and her teammates,
McSweeney's work ethic and attitudes
reflect this belief.
McSweeney wasn't able to practice
Monday because of her injury. Instead,
she stood behind the goalcage and gave
advice and encouragement to the
previously red-shirted goalie taking her
place.
As a senior at Winthrop High School,
McSweeney said she didn't anticipate
continuing her field hockey career at
UMaine.
"I didn't think I was good enough to
play at the Division I level. Plus, I was
majoring in engineering and thought I
should put off sports and concentrate on
studying."
After her first semester at UMaine,
McSweeney said she re-evaluated her
goals and interests.
"My freshman fall I was going
crazy," she said.
McSweeney then dropped her
engineering major for physical education
and resumed playing field hockey.
"I realized that athletics were a
necessity for me," she said.
McSweeney said she thrives on the
Division I schedule of nationally rank-
Tennis courts
to be redone
by Rhonda Morin
Staff Writer
Beginning in November, the outdoor
tennis courts will be renovated for the
first time in 20 years.
The surfaces of the 13 courts adjacent
to Memorial Gymnasium will be taking
out in November, dirt will be added and
construction will resume in the spring,
said David Yarington, director of
development.
"The bad news is they're going to tear
down the courts in November and it's
unlikely there will be any tennis played
in the spring," said Yarington.
Twelve courts will replace the existing
13 tennis courts, said Yarington. Con-
struction is expected to be completed in
June.
The University of Maine System
Board of Trustees gave the go-ahead
Monday at their monthly meeting for
(see TENNIS page 15)
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Duffy negrOrv,-jun-ior
field hockey player
I IlkAnino
ecl teams that UMaine competes with.
Because of the strength of the
schedule, McSweeney, Waterhouse, and
teammates don't place much stock in
their current 0-4.
"As far as our team goes, we're right
there. On any given day we can beat any
team we play," McSweeney said.
Because of the initial setbacks,
McSweeney said it has been important
to stay confident, both idividually and
as a team.
"We're a young team with a lot of
talent. Each day we play together we
continue to learn about each other.
"Field hockey is such a team sport, we
all need to have positive atitudes and
look at these losses as learning ex-
periences. Once we click, watch out."
McSweeney said she has had to per-
sonally learn to view disappointments
and losses as learning experiences, rather
than failures.
Her use of mental imagery prior to
games has enabled her to relax and
focus.
"This year I've been a lot better at
focusing on the moment and putting
aside the frustration when a goal is
scored. After the play I analyze if I gave
it my best shot. If I did, then I chalk it
up as experience and tell myself I'll get
them next time," she said.
Waterhouse agreed that McSweeney
had improved her game concentration.
"She used to try to be a perfectionist.
She expected herself to save everything.
Now she can handle disappointment and
bounce right back immediately,"
Waterhouse said.
But the transformation did not come
about immediately, according to
Waterhouse.
"Last year in spring practices I work-
ed on getting Deb frustrated so she
would have to deal with not getting
frustrated and not missing the next
play," she said.
In high school, McSweeney was the
goalie for the field hockey team, the
point guard for the basketball team, and
the catcher for the softball team.
"I thrive on positions which involve
challenge, action, competition, and
pressure," she said.
In one-on-one situations in games,
McSweeney said that she says to herself,
"I'm going to win. My best shot is go-
ing to be better than your best shot."
As a junior, she has set the school
record for most saves in a game (37 ver-
sus teh University of Connecticut) and
most saves in a season (234 in 1988).
Waterhouse said that with the pace
McSweeney is setting this fall, she could
break her own record for saves in a
season.
Laughing, Waterhouse said, "I hope
she doesn't have the opportunity to do
that"
The word that Waterhouse and players
use to describe McSweeney is "leader"
Duffy Doiron, a junior from Augusta,
said that McSweeney "constantly leads
by example. Her directions and advice
(see MCSWEENEY page 14)
Pirates push Cards to yank,
NY Mets shutout Phillies 3-0
PITTSBURGH (AP) - The Pitt-
sburgh Pirates continued their
mastery over the St. Louis Cardinals
Tuesday night with a 4-1 victory, giv-
ing the Chicago Cubs at least a tie for
the National League East
championship.
The Cardinals, who have lost 12 of
17 games to fifth-place Pittsburgh this
season, would be eliminated if
Chicago beat the Expos in Montreal
Tuesday night.
Bob Patterson, 4-2, allowed four
hits in eight innings and Bill Landrum
got the last three outs for his 26th
save.
The Cardinals stayed close
throughout the season despite play-
ing without injured starting pitchers
Danny Cox and Greg Matthews.
St. Louis scored in the first inning
Tuesday when Ozzie Smith singled,
moved to second on a walk and beat
a close play at the plate on Tom
Brunansky's single.
NEW YORK (AP) - Sid Fernandez
pitched a three-hitter and doubled in
a run as the New York Mets beat the
Philadelphia Phillies 3-0 on Thesday
night.
The shutout was the second of the
season for Fernandez and fifth of his
career. It was the Mets' 11th shutout
of the season, but only their first
complete game shutout at home all
season.
Fernandez, 13-5, who has won nine
of his last 12 decisions, struck out
nine and walked three for his sixth
complete game.
Mark Carreon singled with one out
in the second inning and scored on
Fernandez's double. In his two-hitter
over St. Louis on Sept. 21, Fernandez
had three hits including a home run.
The Mets made it 2-0 in the third
inning on a walk to Gregg Jefferies,
Howard Johnson's double and Juan
Samuel's infield out.
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UMaine
notebook
The North Atlantic Conference is
in full swing in several sports, and
here are some of the highlights.
The University of Vermont stands
atop the men's soccer standings, with
Boston University and the Universi-
ty of Maine tied for second at i-1. The
University of Hartford and the
University of New Hampshire have
yet to play conference games. Nor-
theastern University is 0-1.
Key games this week feature UNH
at UMaine Friday and Hartford play-
ing host to Vermont in a very big con-
test. With UVM already having
beaten BU, the Terriers and the rest
o the leaga -air—hoping they--stum-
ble at some time during the fall.
The Catamounts escaped with a
win by scoring with three seconds left
in regulation and again in overtime to
top the University of Massachusetts
2-1. UMaine defeated UMass 1-0
earlier in the year.
UNH lost 2-1 to the University of
Rhode Island, another team that the
Black Bears have beaten. Friday's
game looms as an important one for
both teams.
In the NAC statistics, Hartford's
Vito Serafini has registered six goals
and two assists to team with Victor
Hernani's four goals and four assists
to pace the powerful Hawks, who
have scored 17 goals in eight games.
UMaine's Todd Brennan has an
overall goals-against average of 0.68,
while his 0.67 NAC mark is slightly
worse than BU's Jeff Hooper, who
has an 0.50 average.
John Mello is the Black Bears'
leading scorer with two goals, and one
assist.
The Player of the Week is BU's
Gregg Butler, who scored the only
goal in a 1-0 win over UMaine. Ver-
mont's Stephane Delval is the Rookie
of the Week in the NAC.
In golf, UMaine finished second
among 22 schools in the Nelson In-
vitational. Dartmouth College won
the event. Senior Brett Porath was the
medalist, winning the honor in sud-
den death after shooting a 75.
UMaine will play in the Toski In-
vitational next on Oct. 1-2.
In cross country, while UMaine was
getting nipped by Vermont, UNH
raised its record to 5-2 by winning a
meet with Rhode Island, Bowdoin
College and Central Connecticut.
First track practice Monday
The first indoor track and field
practice is scheduled for Monday,
Oct. 2 in the Field House. All in-
terested should attend. If you can't,
contact the track office at 581-1078.
-- —
Compiled by Dan Bustard
Boggs remains in batting race
BOSTON (AP) - A 'week ago in
Toronto, Wade Boggs was "really
down," gripped in a rare 1-for-20
slump.
The Boston Red Sox' hitting star
counted himself out of the race for a
fifth American League batting
championship.
Hitting only .322, he said he would
concentrate instead on getting no hits.
"My back was against the wall,"
Boggs said of the slump which had him
with 188 hits and 11 games left.
So, Boggs -did wicat's become natural
for him in eight years with the Red Sox.
He went on a batting binge.
In five games, he went l3-for-25,
becoming the first player in this century
to reach-the 200-hit than seven years in
-a row.
By going 4-for-5, including his 50th
double of the season, against the New
York Yankees Monday night, Boggs also
set a major league record with 200 hits
and 100 walks in four consecutive
seasons. He broke out of a tie with Hall
of Famer Lou Gehrig, who did it for
1930-32.
And, while pushing his average to
.531, Boggs got back into the race for a
_fifth consecutive batting title and sixth
in seven years. Minnesota's Kurby
Puckett, the league leader, sat out a
game Monday with a .342 average.
Oakland's Carney Lansford is next at
.336.
"I'm not thinking about that,"
Boggs said. "It was in the cards that I
get the 200-hit, 100-walk season. We'll
see what the cards say about the rest of
the week. "
Boggs said he considered the 200-hit,
100-walk season "quite an accomplish-
ment" because of the distraction after
details of his steamy affair with Margo
Adams were published during spring
training.
"1 didn't want to fold up my tent and
have a bad year and blame it on what
happened," Boggs said.
Given a standing ovation before
Boston's home opener April 10, Boggs
received another huge round of applause
after breaking the 57-year-old major
league record set by Gehrig.
"I got choked up out there," Boggs
said after he doubled for hit No. 200. "It
was an emotional situation for me and
a tear came into my eye. They (the fans)
stuck by me all year. I'm glad I could do
it at home in front of them."
"It's unbelievable," Boston's slugger
Mike Greenwell said. "That's a record
that never will be touched. You have to
stay healthy every year. I can't see a
player in today's game doing it. To me,
it's up there with Joe DiMaggio's
56-game (hitting) streak."
Goal-line stands becoming
commonplace for Bengals ---„,
CINCINNATI (AP) - Something
comes over the Cincinnati Bengals'
defense when it's near the goal line.
The linemen stop giving ground. The
linebackers meet ballcarriers straighton.
And the defensive backs seem to sense
where the ball's going.
It happened again Monday night,
when the Bengals toughened to stop two
Cleveland drives inside the 10-yard line
in the fourth quarter and preserve a 21-14
victory.
The Bengals swarmed over fullback
Tim Manoa on fourth down and less
than a yard at the 9 with eight minutes
to play, ending one of Cleveland's
chances to tie the score. Cornerback Eric
Thomas batted away a fourth-down pass
to Reggie Langhorne at the goal line
with 1:41 left to end another goal-line
stand by a defense known for them.
"I consider short-yardage and goal-
line play the soul of the defense,"
linebacker Reggie Williams said.
"Making those short-yardage and
goal-line stands is the biggest high for
us," end Jim Skow said.
The goal-line stand is becoming the
trademark of the Bengals - just as the
inability to run the ball is becoming the
Achilles' heel of the Browns.
Cincinnati opened last season with
two goal-line stands to beat Phoenix,
and was generally tough near the goal
line all year.
This season opened with a goal-line
stand in the loss to Chicago. The two
stops Monday, which helped Cincinnati
hand Cleveland its first loss of the
season, enabled the Bengals to tie the
Browns for first place in the AFC Cen-
tral at 2-1.
The Bengals considered the two stands
Monday just as important as the ones
that got them heading towards the Super
Bowl last season with the win over
Phoenix.
"The comment on the sideline in the
huddle was, 'This may decide our
(see BENGALS page 14)
UMaine doing well in polls in NE, nation
by Dan Bustard
Staff Writer
—
Most'coaches do not take much stock
in polls, with two exceptions:
I) If polls decide post-season berths,
and;
2) If that is what it takes to keep their
jobs and/or their egos.
Here at the University of Maine,
several teams are currently in polls, na-
tional and regional, atesting to the
strength of its athletic programs.
Tom Lichtenberg's football team is
ranked eighth nationally by one poll and
12th by another. One interesting note,
though, is the voting for the Lambert
liophy, which goes to the best team in
the New England region in each division.
Holy Cross, which is ranked ahead of
UMaine in the national polls, falls to se-
cond behind the Black Bears, who were
a unanimous selection for first.
Healtti PROfESSIONS Quest Spealten
rOurtsbay, Septcmbert 28
12:00 NOON
124 BENINctt Hall
lotiN StcppcNs, PA.-C
CortiNtri Family MebiciNe
SEE YOU THERE!
-
1._
Jim Dyer's men's soccer team is ninth
in New England, with North Atlantic
Conference rivals the University of Ver-
mont and Boston University in first and
second, respectively.
If this continues, it will be the seventh
consecutive year UMaine finishes in the
top 10.
The University of Hartford is one
notch above the University of Connec-
ticut for the first time in years in soccer.
In cross country, Providence College
was the clear choice for both the men
and the women, but UMaine has yet tt5--
gain a vote.
For the women, who finished seventh
in New Englands last year and narrowly
lost to Vermont last Saturday, who is
ranked sixth, is a slight surprise, as is
Brown University, who did not make the
top 10, and Bates College, who received
some votes.
"I don't put much stock in those type
of things, " assistant cross country
coach Emily Spiteri said. "And I'm glad
that nobody knows about us."
The Boston University men now look
to be the class of the North Atlantic,
ranking second. Northeastern Universi-
--ty, who looked the strongest going into
the fall, is at seventh, with the Universi-
ty of Nev, Hampshire receiving votes.
1
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Alpha Omicron Pi
AOTT OPEN RUSH.
Wednesday, Sept. 27, CHINESE DINNER with ATO,
meet in AOTT room at 4:30
Monday, Oct.2, OPEN HOUSE RUSH, Come meet the
sisters between 7:00-9:00 in the AOTT room
Wednesday, Oct.4, AOTT RUSH with SIGMA NU,
meet in AOTT room at 4:30
The AOTT room is located in the basement of Penobscot Hall
It you have any questions call Susan at 866-4135
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Jim Rice's career with Boston mixed
BOSION (AP) - Jim Rice hit more
homers than Joe DiMaggio, drove in
more runs than Johnny Bench and had
more hits than Mickey Mantle. Never a
spotlight seeker and sometimes surly, he
always let his numbers speak for him.
Now, they tell the final, sad chapter
of his life with the Boston Red Sox.
Memories of his brilliant rookie year
with Boston in 1975, his American
League Most Valuable Player Award in
1978 and his three home run crowns fad-
ed as his career with the club began go-
ing downhill in 1987. Fans who once
cheered his powerful line drives began
jeering his meek double play grounders.
Now those fans have only five days
left to boo him in a Boston uniform,
although elbow problems likely will keep
him on the bench until the end of the
Red Sox' season Sunday.
Rice, 36, plans to try and hook up
with another team next year after the
Red Sox, his team for all 15 of his ma-
jor league seasons, told him Monday
they would not exercise an option to
renew his contract. He is batting .234
with three homers and 28 RBIs in 209
at-bats and his career average has drop-
ped to .298 from .300 at the start of the
season.
"After he's gone, I certainly think they
(fans) will look at his career in a positive
way," Jerry Remy, Rice's former team-
mate said, said lliesday. "I would hope
they would because they're not going to
see many better. "
With a baleful glare forming a moat
around his spot in the Red Sox locker
room, Rice never was a media darling.
He talked to some writers but didn't go
out of his way to curry their favor even
though they influenced public opinion
arnd might have to decide whether to
vote for him for baseball's Hall of Fame.
"I know when I do well," Rice said
Monday after learning of the imminent
end to his days with the Red Sox. "I
know when I mess up. So does
everybody else. Why do I have to talk
about it?"
That's the Jim Rice who John Moore
remembers from their home town of
Anderson, S.C.
From the seventh through the 11th
grades, Rice played for Coach Moore on
• Neff
edges ... So what? The guy's a pro-
ven winner at all levels of the sport
and now is the perfect time to bring
him in.
He has the heart and the guts to
lead this team. He also has the abili-
ty to light a fire under the collective
butts of this team of underachievers,
and a jump-start is something the
sputtering offense badly needs.
The other thing that may have to
be done is to can Berry. As much as
I hate to say it, Berry has lost his
touch and he seems to be putting his
personal pride ahead of the team. The
man's stubborn streak and refusal to
bench Eason is dragging the Patriots
down.
Granted, the Patriots have had to
overcome the loss of some very im-
portant personnel with Andre Tip-
pett, Garin Veris and Ronnie Lippett
out for the year. Also, Raymond
(continued from page 12)
Clayborn and John Stephens missed
the Seahawks game.
Despite the loss of these players,
the Patriots should still have been able
to move the ball at will against the
Seahawks and come out with a win.
At the very least, they should be able
to score a touchdown.
If the season is to -be SalViged,-
Berry must put personal feelings aside
and wake up in time to get this team
on the right track.
If not, it will be up to Kiam to
make the difficult move and replace
Berry with someone who can.
Andrew Neff is a senior journalism
major from Brewer who is hoping the
Patriots straighten themselves out in
time for Doug Flutie to lead them to
the Super Bowl before he dies of old
age.
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SUGARLOAF
gives you a run
for the money...
70 in fact!
A COLLEGE SEASON PASS is the
best ski deal around. Only $275 if
purchased before 10/2/89: $300 if
purchased before 11 /1/89, for a full
season of skiing. College students
and faculty members only! A current
college 1.D. must be presented at
time of purchase.
Available at the Athletic Ticket Office
Memorial Gym
University of Maine
sugarloaf/usa
Carrabassett Valley. Mane 04947
Telephone 207/237-2000
• -.
the Westside High School baseball team,
a school that was segragated at the time.
"He has this thing; let the works that
I do speak for me," Moore said. "A
lot of people want to get publicity by
shooting their mouth off.
"Jim Rice was a Southern boy. Dur-
ing those formative years, if you're not
given a chance to be vocal and say things
that you believe, you don't talk a lot.
"That's the way it was for most black
people down here. You're not going to
ask questions because people don't want
to talk to you anyway."
But Rice made enough noise with his
bat to attract attention.
homers and 102 RBIs, but teammate
Fred Lynn won the AL Rookie of the
Year Award.
Lynn wasn't the only Red Sox player
who overshadowed Rice.
Rice inherited a pressure-filled posi-
tion, following Ted Williams - "the
Splendid Splinter" - and Carl Yastrzem-
ski - "Captain Carr - as Boston's left
fielder. They are the only players in team
history who have more homers, RBIs,
hits and total bases than Rice, who never
had a catchy nickname. - -
Although Rice has 382 homers, 1,451
RBIs and 2,452 hits (while DiMaggio
had 361 homers, Bench had 1,376 RBIs
He led the Eastern League in batting—and Mantle had 2,415 hits), he was no
average in 1973 and the International better than an average baserunner and
League in 1974. As a rookie in 1975 with fielder and is a borderline Hall of Fame
the Red Sox, he batted .309 with 22 candidate.
•Bengals
season. l'his could set the tone:" Coach
Sam Wyche said.
They responded.
"It's just the maturity of the club,"
Wyche said. "We've had five years of
putting good players on the field (by
drafting defensive players). When it
comes down to the big games like this,
it's the football players."
The Bengals' line shut down the run-
ning lanes and allowed Bernie Kosar no
(continued from page 13)
time to look around for secondary
receivers.
"Everything is condensed down
there," Kosar said. "You just try to
make a play happen."
The Browns miss fullback Kevin
Mack, who missed Monday's game as he
finished a drug suspension and will be
out two more weeks because of ar-
throscopic knee surgery. Rookie Eric
Metcalf was the Browns' leading rusher
Monday - and he had only 34 yards.
Leading NFL quarterbacks
AFC NFC
Kosar, Clew.- 46-78, 606 yards, 5 TD
Esiason, Cinn.- 48-83, 696 yards, 6 TD
Kelly, Buff. - 68-113, 926 yards, 7 TD
Schroeder, LA - 31-52, 561 yards, 4 TD
Krieg, Seattle - 54-101, 666 yards, 7 TD
Simms, NY -
Montana, SF
Everett, LA -
Cunningham,
Hebert, NO
42-66, 675 yards,
• 65-99, 927 yards, 7 TD
61-91, 812 yards, 6 TD
Ph. - 66-111, 879 yds, 8 TD
- 54-74, 604 yds, 3 TD
*McSweeney (continued from page 12)
from the goal cage makes you a better
player. Plus, she always gives at least a
110 percent."
Tr -captain Heather Moon of Pitt-
sfield said McSweeney "is as good, if not
better, than all the goalies weve seen
from the nationally ranked teams."
After obtaining her degree and com-
pleting her playing career, McSweeney
said she plans to become involved with
sports medicne and coaching, initially at
the high school level.
"I think I have a lot to offer and I
think they (high school students) would
benefit more," she said.
Although McSweeney appreciates her
statistical records and poignant game
highlights, she said that most important-
ly, athletics have taught her to work well
with people and to always reach for new
goals.
"Athletics have taught me a lot about
myself and how to deal with life's situa-
tions," McSweeney said.
Tuesday 26th at 6:30
Wednesday 27th at 5:00
Thursday 28th at 7:00 - Final Party
PI BETA PHI HOUSE - 107 College Ave.
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Notre Dame ready to battle Boilermakers
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind. (AP) -
Top-ranked Notre Dame is looking for.
depth and Purdue coach Fred Akers is
looking for a weakness in the top-ranked
Irish as the teams prepare for Saturday's
nationally televised game.
"I don't think there's any doubt that
we have to play more people, even it it
costs us dearly," Holtz said, rattling
off a list of freshmen he intends to start
using.
"We have no other option or we're go-
ing to be a basket case by the end of the
year One thing we did last year ... is
we got better. The reason we got better
is weNvere able to play a lot of different
people."
Holtz reiterated that he doesn't con-
sider his team to be No. 1 and warned
about looking past the Boilermakers.
"The only weakness I see in Purdue
is they have not been able to run the ball
on a consistent basis," Holtz said.
"Their passing game is awfully good and
•Tennis
(colifiesed from page 12)
the remodeling of courts, said Joanne
Magill, clerk of the board.
The money for the $130,000 project
will come from "private contributions,
either cash or in-kind services," and a
$10,000 pledge from the university, ac-
cording Yarington and a BOT resolution.
In-kind services include "anything that
isn't money," said Magill.
A major construction contractor ha-s
agreed to offer its servides to the tennis
project, according to the resolution. The
company will be identified at another
date.
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Letters to the editor
should be 300 words or
less, and guest columns
about 450 words. For
verification purposes, a
name, address, and phone
number must accompan),
letters.
EATING
RIGHT
CAN HELP
REDUCE
THE RISK
OF CANCER.It
you reduce your weight.
And since a 12-year stuoy rn,,t
being 40% or more overweight puts
you at high risk' it makes sense to follow
these guidelines for healthyl
Eat plenty of fruits and vegetables
rich in vitamins A and C —oranges,
cantaloupe, strawberries, peaches,
apricots, broccoli, cauliflower,.
brussel sprouts, cabbage. Eat a
high-fiber, low-fat diet that includes
whole-grain breads and cereals such
as oatmeal. bran and wheat. Eat lean
meats, fish, skinned poultry and low-
fat dairy products. Drink alcoholic
beverages only in moderation.
For more inforrnatior.
call 1-800-ACS-2345
their defense is very solid. "
He doesn't anticipate the heavily
favored Irish to look beyond the Purdue
game.
"I am not concerned about whether
we'll play hard," Holtz said. "I think
we'll play very well, but you always have
some trepidation when you go on the
road."
Akers, in his third year of trying to
turn around a floundering Purdue pro-
gram, knows about 'the pressure of be-
ing the nation's top-ranked team, hav-
ing had the experience at Texas.
"It's a source of pride for the players
but it puts a lot of pressure on you at
times," Akers said Thesday via a con-
ference call. "It's quite a burden_ "
The Irish are 3-0 in defense of their
national championship, with victories
over Virgina, Michigan and Michigan
State. They have a 15-game winning
streak - the longest Division I string in
the nation - and own nine consecutive
victories over Big Ten opponents.
Last Saturday, the Irish overcame four
turnovers to defeat Michigan State 21-13.
"The most encouraging thing ... you
could have that many turnovers and beat
a team the caliber of Michigan State,"
Holtz said.
"I haven't detected any kind of
weakness that they have," Akers said.
"Their secondary is good enough,
because they're experienced that they
don't have to use their linebackers a
tremendous amount in their pass
defense.
"And when they do, they're able to in-
tercept balls. Their inside running game
concerns us. I know (fullback Anthony)
Johnson is a tough fullback player."
Akers also is worried about Irish
quarterback Tony Rice, who threw two
touchdown passes and rushed for 68
yards when Notre Dame routed Purdue
52-7 last year.
Purdue is 1-1, having beaten Miami of
Ohio 27-10 at home and lost at
Washington 38-9.
WMEB 91.-9 FM Orono.
For reggae, jazz, blues, hard core alter-
native, classical, and news, listen to Radio-
Free Orono seven days a week.
Check out an
IBM PS/2.
It could save the
semester. And win
you a kept.-
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The Most
OUTRAGEOUS
Live Show
You'll Ever See!
Iva pi,
eut#
°I'll for te)A\
wo‘0-\° ,..sicIttE419°"
Starring Ken Ober, Colin Quinn
Stand up comedy with John Ten Eyck Adam Sandler
and the rest of the Remote Control' gang They're
OUT OF THE BASEMENT I onto YOUR CAMPUS'
SING along with Cohn'
SCREAM out answers to ridiculous TV trivia'
PARTY during game time Snack Breaks'
kidoticoal INI/PS StgOtW W WC
WEDNESDAY NIGHT AT 8 P.M.
Maine Center for the Arts
UM Students $8 with ID
, All others $12
Tickets available at the Maine Center for the Arts
Box Office. Window hours: 10-3 weekdays
andl & 1/2 hours before the show.
Brought to you by MO UMaine Concert Committee & the Maine Center for the
Arts in association with the Alumni Association and the President's Office.
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